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DETAILED ACTION

1.1. This action is responsive to Applicant's Amendment filed July 13, 2007.

Acknowledged is amendments made to specification, abstract and claims, Examiner's

objections to specification and abstract, and rejections to claim 12 under the second

paragraph of 35 U.S.C. § 112 and to claims 1-27 under the second paragraph of 35

U.S.C. § 101 are hereby withdrawn.

1.2. Please note claims 1-27 in the application are pending.

Response to Arguments

2. Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 1-27 have been fully considered but are

moot in view of the new grounds of rejections.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

3. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. §102 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

3.1. A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or on
sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United States.

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by another filed

in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent granted on an application for

patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent, except that an
international application filed under the treaty defined in section 351 (a) shall have the effects for purposes of

this subsection of an application filed in the United States only if the international application designated the

United States and was published under Article 21(2) of such treaty in the English language.

3.2. Claims 1,9-10 and 2-4 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as anticipated by Dutta

(U.S. Patent 6,606,604, issued 8/12/2003).
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As per claim 1 , Dutta teaches "A system for content management that automatically

determines when a content page contains out of date content items as a result of

changes made to the content items in a data source, the system comprising" (See

Abstract, Fig. 3 and col. 3, line 53 - col. 4, line 14 where an electronic order web page

contains item/price data which is updated on item by item and timely basis from retailer

server):

"a template engine for executing templates to generate a content page" (See Fig. 3 and

col. 3, lines 53-66 where a retailer's web page for electronic order is formed), and

"the template engine operative to generate a content page comprising content items"

(See Fig. 3 and col. 3, line 53 - col. 4, line 14 where a retailer's web page for electronic

order is formed to include item/price data: item, price and valid);

"selectively retrieved from a data source and arranged on the content page as defined

by the template" (See Fig. 3, col. 3, line 53 - col. 4, line 3, col. 4, lines 4-14 and col. 5,

lines 45-57 where a dynamic web page at a user's cache on which price for each item is

selectively retrieved from a retailer server and updated on item by item basis on the

order web page template);

"each content item in the data source being associated with time stamp information to

indicate the last time the content item was modified" (See Fig. 3, col. 3, line 53 - col. 4,

line 3, col. 4, lines 4-14 and col. 5, lines 45-57 where a dynamic web page at a user's

cache on which price for each item is selectively retrieved from a retailer server and

updated on item by item basis on the order web page template and the price data for

each item is associated with time, including the price is "valid through" or "update after");
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"a dependency record for storing information regarding a relationship between content

items that comprise the content page and the content items stored in the data source

and time parameter information associated with the content items that comprise the

content page" (See Fig. 3, col. 4, lines 4-14 and col. 5, lines 5-15 and 45-57 where a

dynamic web page at a user's cache on which price for each item is retrieved from a

retailer server and a dependency record related item, item description, price and date

information is established and stored at the retail server); and

"dependency checking software for comparing information contained in the dependency

record with time stamp information contained in the data source for each content item

that comprises the content page" (See Fig. 2, col. 3, lines 14-24 and col. 5, lines 45-57

where a client software compares content on cached page and the content at the server

and the e-commerce server determines the validity of item content on client cache with

stored information and transmits updated nfromation the client),

"determining through the comparison those content pages that contain content items

that have been modified in the data source" (See Fig. 2, col. 3, lines 14-24 and col. 5,

lines 45-57 where a client software compares content on cached page and the content

at the server and the e-commerce server determines the validity of item content on

client cache with stored information and transmits updated nfromation the client) and

"instructing the template engine to re-generate a content page that contains modified

content items" (See Fig. 2, col. 3, lines 14-24 and col. 5, lines 45-57 where a client

software compares content on cached page and the content at the server and the e-
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commerce server determines the validity of item content on client cache with stored

information and transmits updated nfromation the client).

As per claim 15, Dutta teaches "A method for determining when a content page

contains out of date content items as a result of changes made to a template or content

items stored in a data source, the method comprising" (See Abstract, Fig. 3 and col. 3,

line 53 - col. 4, line 14 where an electronic order web page contains item/price data

which is determined and updated on item by item and timely basis from retailer server):

"generating a template to define the content items to be included in the content page

and the arrangement of the content items on the content page" (See Fig. 3 and col. 3,

line 53 - col. 4, line 14 where a retailer's web page for electronic order is formed with

item/price data is arranged item by item);

"executing the template with a template engine to generate the content page as defined

by the template" (See Fig. 3 and col. 3, line 53 - col. 4, line 14 where a retailer's web

page for electronic order is formed based on web source pages with item/price data is

arranged item by item);

"generating one or more dependency records to capture a relationship between the

content items that comprise the content page, the template used to generate the

content page, and the content items stored in the data source" (See Abstract, Fig. 3 and

col. 3, line 53 - col. 4, line 14 where an electronic order web page contains item/price

data which is determined and updated on item by item and timely basis from retailer

server); and
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"comparing data contained in the dependency records with data contained in the data

source to determine if the content page is out of date" (See Fig. 3, col. 3, line 53 - col.

4, line 3, col. 4, lines 4-14 and col. 5, lines 45-57 where a dynamic web page at a user's

cache on which price for each item is selectively retrieved from a retailer server and

updated on item by item basis on the order web page template and the price data for

each item is associated with time, including the price is "valid through" or "update after").

As per claim 24, Dutta teaches "A method for generating one or more dependency

records that can be used to determine when content items that comprise a content page

have been modified, the method comprising" (See Abstract, Fig. 3 and col. 3, line 53 -

col. 4, line 14 where an electronic order web page contains item/price data whose

content is determined and selected to be updated on item by item and timely basis from

retailer server):

"generating a template to define the content items to be included in the content page

and the arrangement of the content items on the content page, the content page

comprising content items stored in a data source" (See Fig. 3 and col. 3, line 53 - col.

4, line 14 where a retailer's web page for electronic order is formed with item/price data

is arranged item by item);

"executing the template with a template engine to generate the content page as defined

by the template" (See Fig. 3 and col. 3, line 53 - col. 4, line 14 where a retailer's web

page for electronic order is formed based on web source pages with item/price data is

arranged item by item); and
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"generating one or more dependency records to capture a relationship between the

content items that comprise the content page, the template used to generate the

content page, and the content items stored in the data source" (See Abstract, Fig. 3 and

col. 3, line 53 - col. 4, line 14 where an electronic order web page contains item/price

data which is determined and updated on item by item and timely basis from retailer

server).

As per claim 25, Dutta teaches "A method for determining when a content page

contains content items that are out of date, the content page generated by instructions

contained in a template that identifies content items stored in a data source for inclusion

in the content page, the method comprising" (See Abstract, Fig. 3 and col. 3, line 53 -

col. 4, line 14 where an electronic order web page contains item/price data whose

content is determined and selected to be updated on item by item and timely basis from

retailer server):

"storing one or more dependency records to capture a relationship between content

items that comprise the content page, the template used to generate the content page,

and the content items stored in the data source" (See Fig. 3, col. 4, lines 4-14 and col.

5, lines 5-15 and 45-57 where a dynamic web page at a user's cache on which price for

each item is retrieved from a retailer server and a dependency record related item, item

description, price and date information is established and stored at the retail server);

"comparing the time-stamp contained in the dependency records with time-stamp

contained in the data source to determine if the content page is out of date" (See Fig. 3,
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col. 3, line 53 - col. 4, line 3, col. 4, lines 4-14 and col. 5, lines 45-57 where a dynamic

web page at a user's cache on which price for each item is selectively retrieved from a

retailer server and updated on item by item basis on the order web page template and

the price data for each item is associated with time, including the price is "valid through"

or "update after"); and

"regenerating the content page where the comparison step determines that the content

page contains modified content items" (See Abstract, Fig. 3 and col. 3, line 53 - col. 4,

line 14 where an electronic order web page contains item/price data which is

determined and updated on item by item and timely basis from retailer server).

As per claim 2, Dutta further teaches "a plurality of dependency records are used to

store the relationship between the content items that comprises the content page and

the content items stored in the data source" (See Abstract, Fig. 3 and col. 3, line 53 -

col. 4, line 14 where an electronic order web page contains item/price data storing

relationship between item, price and valid information).

As per claims 3 and 21 , Dutta teaches "the content page generated by the template

engine comprises markup code" (See col. 3, line 53 - col. 4, line 14 where the

electronic order form and web pages are of HTML format).

As per claims 4 and 22, Dutta teaches "the markup code is HTML" (See col. 3, line 53

- col. 4, line 14 where the electronic order form and web pages are of HTML format).
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' As per claims 5 and 23, Dutta suggests teaching of "the markup code is XML" (See

col. 3, line 53 - col. 4, line 14 where the electronic order form and web pages are of

HTML format).

As per claims 6 and 16, Dutta further teaches "the dependency record contains

parameters comprising name/value pairs of the information that are passed to the

template engine to generate the content page" (See Abstract, Fig. 3 and col. 3, line 53

- col. 4, line 14 where an electronic order web page contains item/price data which is

determined and updated on item by item and timely basis from retailer server).

As per claims 7 and 17, Dutta further teaches "the dependency record comprises the

address within the data source of the content items that comprise the content page"

(See Abstract, Fig. 3 and col. 3, line 53 - col. 4, line 14 where an electronic order web

page contains item/price data which is determined and updated on item by item and

timely basis from retailer server).

As per claims 8 and 18, Dutta further teaches "the dependency record comprises

queries executed by the template engine to retrieve content items from the data source"

(See Fig. 2 and col. 3, lines 5-24 where customer retrieve web pages in according to a

known art).
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As per claims 9 and 19, Dutta further teaches "the dependency record comprises

sub-template scripts used by the template engine to generate a content page" (See Fig.

3 and col. 3, line 53 - col. 4, Iine14 where executable scripts required to utilize HTML

are cached).

As per claim 10, Dutta further teaches "the dependency record comprises the time

the content page was generated" (See Abstract, Fig. 3 and col. 3, line 53 - col. 4, line

14 where an electronic order web page contains item/price data storing relationship

between item, price and valid information in which valid through or update after is the

time the price is updated and becomes effective).

As per claim 1 1 , Dutta further teaches "the dependency record comprises the date

the content page was generated" (See Fig. 2 and col. 3, lines 5-24 where the date of a

web page retrieval page is employed).

As per claim 12, Dutta further teaches "content management software to manage

content items and operative to issue instructions to the dependency checking software

to regenerate a content page upon modification of a managed content item" (See Fig. 2

and col. 3, lines 25-34 where determination is made to retrieve an entire web page).

As per claim 13, Dutta further teaches "the content management software operative

to issue instructions to the dependency checking software to re-generate a content
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page upon modification of a template" (See Fig. 2 and col. 3, lines 25-34 where

determination is made to retrieve an entire web page).

As per claim 14, Dutta further teaches "one or more dependency records to store

information regarding the relationship between a template and the content items that

comprise the content page" (See Abstract, Fig. 3 and col. 3, line 53 - col. 4, line 14

where an electronic order web page contains item/price data which is determined and

updated on item by item and timely basis from retailer server).

As per claim 20, Dutta further teaches "publishing the content page generated by the

template engine to a disk" (See col. 8, lines 1 1-25 where disk drive is employed for

storage and transmission).

As per claim 26 Dutta further teaches "the dependency checking software provides

for comparison of time parameter information associated with a respective content item

that comprises the content page and time stamp information associated with a

respective content item in the data source" (See col. 5, lines 35-43 where out of date

price and associated item information is identified).

As per claim 27, Dutta further teaches "the time parameter information comprises a

template execution time or a file publication time" (See Fig. 2 and col. 3, lines 5-24

where the date of a web page retrieval page is employed).
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Conclusions

4.1 . The prior art made of record

G. U.S. Patent 6,606,604

4.2. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

Applicant's disclosure.

A. U.S. Patent 6,247,032

B. U.S. Patent 6,012,087

F. U.S. Patent 6,366,933

H. U.S. Patent 6,732,142

C. U.S. Patent 6,560,639

D. U.S. Patent 6,615,235

E. U.S. Patent 6,484,149

Contact information

5. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

Examiner should be directed to Kuen S. Lu whose telephone number is (571)-272-41 14.

The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday (8:00 am-5:00 pm).

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone pre unsuccessful, the examiner's

Supervisor, John Cottingham can be reached on (571)-272-7079. The fax phone

number for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-

273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for Page 13
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published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-27-9197 (toll free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, please call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

Kuen S. Lu
} faS

Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2167

September 16, 2007


